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A LIFELINE FOR YOUR PIPELINE
THE AMEX ®- 10 : PIPE JOINT REPAIR SYSTEM

PMP
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A M E X ®- 1 0
E X C L U S I V E LY F R O M P M P

WHAT IS AMEX-10?
AMEX-10 IS A PATENTED LOW PROFILE MECHANICAL SEAL FOR THE INTERNAL REPAIR OF LEAKING PIPE JOINTS
AND FOR ENSURING THE INTEGRITY OF JOINTS IN NEW PIPES. AMEX-10 IS A COST EFFECTIVE RAPID REPAIR
SOLUTION FOR LEAKING JOINTS, RADIAL CRACKS AND FOR REPAIRS OF ISOLATED DAMAGE IN PIPELINES.

Amex-10-Seals are made from stainless steel and EPDM for potable water and sewage pipelines, and from
stainless steel and NBR for gas pipelines. Amex-10-Seals have been independently tested and proven to have
a life expectancy of more than 50 years. PMP maintains key stocks of common sizes, whilst other sizes are
manufactured to order. Amex-10 is a ‘No Dig’
solution eliminating the need for invasive repairs
from the surface and is far more reliable than
chemical repair solutions.

WHERE IS AMEX-10 USED?
Amex-10 can be used in pipelines of any diameter where man access can be gained. It is widely used in
pressurised as well as non-pressurised pipelines and has been installed in pipelines of 25 bar working pressure.
It is also the best method for achieving a permanent seal at the ends of Cured in Place Pipe (CIPP) and other
types of close fit linings.
Amex-10-Seals have been installed exclusively by PMP for over 20 years in pipelines for the water, electricity
generation, gas and process industries.
PMP has successfully installed Amex-10-Seals in conventional gravity and pressurised pipelines as well as on
steep gradients and vertical pipes. PMP is one of the few companies with IRATA and Confined Space trained
personnel who are capable of repairing pipeline joints in extreme locations.
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N O S E A L - N O PAY G U A R A N T E E
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The secret of the Amex-10-Seal lies in the combination of the ‘made-to-measure’ EPDM or NBR seal and the stainless
steel retaining rings. The system works by providing a new water tight and air tight seal which spans the leaking joint and
surrounding area. The step-by-step process below shows how the system is installed and why it is so reliable.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 1

Stage 3

The pipeline joints are surveyed for suitability and condition

In pressurised pipelines an MDPE backing band is applied to

by PMP’s experienced inspectors. The pipeline diameter is

the prepared joint to protect the rubber seal. With the backing

measured. The client is provided with a condition report and

band in place, the one piece EPDM or NBR seal is positioned

accurate costs for the number and size of Amex-10-Seals

over the backing band and held in place whilst the first

required. If not in stock the seals are made-to-measure

stainless retaining ring is loosely fitted in position.

for each installation. When the new seals arrive at PMP’s

The second stainless steel ring is fitted into place and then

premises they are inspected and tested.

both rings are hydraulically expanded into position and
secured with stainless steel retaining wedges.

Stage 2
PMP’s team of installers enter the pipeline to clean the leaking

Stage 4

joints and to remove all dirt and corrosion from the affected

After the seal has been fitted, the Amex-10-Seal is checked and

area. The team ensure that all high spots are removed to take

pressure tested to ensure it is functioning correctly and is both

the pipe surface back to its original line, thus ensuring a

water tight and air tight. This is done by inflating the seal using

smooth surface for the mechanical Amex-10-Seal to seat.

the test nipple. After inflation a soap test is applied. Where
applicable, the Amex-10-Seal is re-expanded after 12 hours.

Amex-10 can be
used in pipelines
of any diameter
where man access
can be gained...
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AMEX-10 : THE SEAL OF APPROVAL
THE PRINCIPLE BENEFITS OF AMEX-10
AMEX-10 HAS BEEN PROVEN FOR OVER 20 YEARS TO BE THE BEST REPAIR SOLUTION FOR LEAKING PIPE
JOINTS WHERE MAN ACCESS CAN BE GAINED.

Amex-10 is a ‘no dig’ solution that eliminates the need for invasive repair solutions from the surface which
could cause further problems to the affected pipe and its foundations.
It provides a permanent seal which will not rot, rust or corrode. It has been independently tested and proven
to be safe for use with potable water, dirty water and sewage, chemicals and gases.

•

AMEX-10-SEALS HAVE A FIFTY YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY

•

EVERY INSTALLATION COMES WITH PMP’S ‘NO SEAL, NO PAY’ GUARANTEE

•

AMEX-10 MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF BS6920 AND BS903

•

AMEX-10 IS WATER UTILITY APPROVED

•

AMEX-10 IS OPERATIONAL TO 25 BAR

No disruption to surface operations
No disturbance to pipeline foundations
Not affected by pipeline or ground movement
Quick installation
Can be pressure tested
No curing delays
50 year life expectancy
Water Utility approved joint repair system
Easy to remove
Suitable for joint testing
Can be installed via existing access points
No pollution risk
Can be used as a close fit lining system
Suitable for end seals for CIPP liners
Suitable for joining different pipe diameters
Suitable for jointing CIPP lined pipe to mechanical flanged ends

AMEX-10

CHEMICAL SEAL
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D O N ’ T J U S T TA K E
O U R W O R D F O R I T. . .
W H AT O U R C U S TO M E R S S AY !
E.ON UK Ltd, Killingholme Power

Birse Construction, Sandon Dock

Station, North Lincolnshire

WwTW, Liverpool

Killingholme Power Station was

We called PMP in to repair leaking

brought back into service in Summer

joints in a 1000mm diameter outlet

2005. During preparations to restore

pipe after water appeared between

one of the station’s modules to active

paving blocks. The leaking joints

service, our operators discovered two

were located directly under a

faulty joints in one of the 1.8m-diameter return pipelines

building and posed a threat to foundations. They used

located underground below the generator compound.

a four man team to complete the work within 48 hours.

The station uses cooling water from the Humber Estuary at

They gained access to the pipeline through the outlet in

a working pressure of 2 bar. The Amex-10-Seal was an

the tank floor and fitted Amex-10-Seals to four pipe

ideal choice for the harsh, salt water conditions and as a

joints, including a steel to concrete pipe joint.

low profile mechanical seal there is no obstruction to flow.
PMP proved this was the best solution. They worked
PMP completed the work in just two days

rapidly and effectively using conventional

and the results are very satisfactory. Above

safety procedures, so I would not hesitate

all, PMP provided the solution without any

to recommend their services.

excavation being necessary.
Tom Gilfeather
Julian Buckley, Engineer, E.ON UK

Construction Manager, Birse Construction

Amco Construction - Kingairloch Hydro Scheme, Morvern Peninsula, Scotland.

We appointed PMP to carry out remedial works to 28 joints in a 4.5 kilometre pipeline at one of

Scotland’s newest hydro electric schemes. The new pipeline was laid to very tight dimensional

tolerances over upland terrain at variable gradients of up to 50%, but some of the joints did not conform to specification.

PMP’s Amex-10-Seal provided us with a means of sealing the joints from within the pipe using roped access, without the

need for chemical adhesives and their associated hazards. By completing the works internally trenching costs were

avoided. PMP did a superb job in arduous conditions. Their service was very effective with a rapid response.

Paul Owen, Contracts Manager, Amco Construction
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P M P ’ S R E P U TAT I O N
IS YOUR ASSURANCE

BACKGROUND
Founded in 1983 by Jack Taylor, PMP Limited provides specialist confined space contracting services to the
utilities, civil engineering and building industries. The company has unrivalled experience in providing
engineering solutions in confined spaces. Since our formation we have consistently reinvested to enable us to
meet the often unusual requirements of our clients. We are regularly consulted for new solutions to difficult
and unique engineering problems.
Our offices and engineering workshops are in Haslingden, Lancashire, convenient for the M65, M6, M66
and M62 motorways.

MEET THE TEAM AT PMP
Jack Taylor, Director

Andrew Taylor, Director

Company Founder

Health, Safety, Quality, IT

Although now semi-retired Jack

Andrew carries out all types of

continues to provide precision

condition surveys including man

engineering skills and to develop

entry confined spaces, ultrasonic

unique and bespoke solutions.

and fibreoptic surveys.

Stephen Taylor, Director

Shaun Hunter, Director

Contracts Manager

Site Manager

Stephen, who has been with the

Shaun is responsible for all

company since its foundation and

mechanical and civil engineering

installed our first Amex-10-Seal, is

projects, including assessment,

reponsible for various contracts of

design, fabrication and

all sizes in the UK and worldwide.

installation on site.
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THE PMP RANGE OF SPECIALIST SERVICES
FOR OVER 20 YEARS, PMP HAS BEEN SUPPORTING THE WATER, GAS, ELECTRICITY GENERATION INDUSTRIES,
PROCESS INDUSTRIES AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES THROUGH ITS SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE IN CARRYING
OUT BESPOKE MECHANICAL AND CIVIL ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS IN CONFINED SPACES.

Surveys
PMP carries out ‘man entry’ surveys and structural condition assessments to potable water pipelines, foul
sewers, surface water culverts, service reservoirs and similar structures.
Through physical inspection, assessments can be made of apparent defects and consequential damage, which
is not always possible with remote inspections.

Mechanical
PMP has unrivalled experience in the refurbishment and testing of valves, penstocks, gearboxes and actuators.
Our fully equipped engineering and fabrication workshop enables us to produce custom items in minimal time.
We have extensive storage and floor space. Permanent cranes enable us to handle larger items.
Specialists in confined spaces working
PMP carry out one-off contracts in hostile environments where safety is imperative. All PMP site personnel are
trained and experienced to Confined Spaces and Full BA as a minimum. Additionally, some personnel are also
IRATA trained to allow them to work on gradients, verticals and where access is difficult.
PMP also employs qualified divers to carry out surveys, investigations and engineering works underwater.
These skills are regularly called upon by clients to carry out planned repairs and maintenance or to remove or
replace worn out equipment and structures.
Using PMP’s services to carry out specialist works in confined spaces enables clients and contractors alike to
have access to a unique set of skills. PMP’s skills are backed by over 100 man-years experience and a belief
that no job is too small and that no task is too difficult.
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PMP
PMP Ltd, Vine Grove Works
Commerce Street, Haslingden, Rossendale, Lancashire BB4 5JT
Tel: 01706 836110

Fax: 01706 836111

Email: info@pmp-ltd.co.uk

Web: www.pmp-ltd.co.uk

AMEX®-10 is the registered trade mark of Amex GmbH. PMP Ltd are the sole agents for the AMEX®-10 in the UK & Ireland.

